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Conclusion 

 

Amitav Ghosh, as a man of having dimensional thinking over his country and 

countrymen, has brought out his novels with various themes. They are in search of 

solution for various problems of common and innocent people. Ghosh is always 

well to do family, he is not convinced with his self comfort alone. He is highly 

affected by the discomfort of the common people, who face various worldly problems 

in their day to day life. The reason for their problems is owing to various aspects such 

as caste, creed, religion, government and the dominating countries. Likewise the 

people are being exploited without mercy. 

Though they struggle for their freedom and basic rights, they have been 

dominated by the government and the politicians in the names of rules and 

regulations. No one is ready to show consideration upon the poor people. They are 

almost in helpless conditions. By observing such pathetic conditions of such 

innocents, Ghosh wants to bring out their miseries to the knowledge of the world. 

To write about the hard realities of the innocent people, it is necessary to 

possess guts. That is what Ghosh has a lot. He knows very well that he has to face 

various problems from various sectors like the government, political parties and 

imperialists. But without minding such obstacles, Ghosh has started his career and he 

has succeeded a lot in his chosen field. He proved himself a novelist of having broad 

outlook on the world wide. He never feels uncomfortable to write his revolutionary 

novels, because he is a courageous and straight forward person and also he finds no 

fault in his writing.  
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To understand the significance of Amitav Ghosh, one should travel beyond the 

paradigms of Commonwealth literatures. In fact, the classification of commonwealth 

has become conventional on the lines of mainstream literatures. One should sincerely 

acknowledge the contribution of Amitav Ghosh in saving the literature of 

Commonwealth countries from becoming pedantic and pedagogic.  

Ghosh is responsible for Bringing in the continental themes such as 

immigration, Reviving history, anthropology, sociology and the disciplines of 

knowledge. It is with the scholarly intervention of Ghosh, there has been a great 

change in the very perception of the disciplines that formulate and influence the 

evolution of the society. He has diverted the attention of the literature of the third 

world, from being occupied with problems of discrimination inflated by colonialism. 

As a result, there is a shift from African, Caribbean, Latin American, South African 

literatures to south Asian literature. It is only with the scholarly excavation of Ghosh, 

the entire history of colonial history of south Asia is being redrawn and reassessed 

from the socio literary telescopic reflection of Ghosh. 

Ghosh has become universally popular for interlocking and striking stories. 

Underscoring a sense of vocation, he brings in sociological, anthropological academic 

excellence for his narrations. His narrations show an evidence of careful and scholarly 

observation of the cultures with an implied deep philosophical investigation regarding 

the sagacity of humanity. He takes immense delight in creating and shaping the 

characters with all stylistic devices and extraneous academic investigation. Ghosh has 

revolutionized the faculty of imagination. He has stretched the horizons of 

imagination to the farthest extent even beyond the ability of imagination. His 

imaginative exploration has almost redrawn the geography of South Asian region. 
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Assisted by anthropological investigation, Ghosh tries his best in retrieving the 

colonial history of south Asia with the objective of rectifying the imbalances in the 

cultural formation and evolution of the society. As a historian, Ghosh tries to 

recuperate the remnants of past history, but fails to provide chronological accuracy 

almost on the lines of West Indian and Latin American writers. The dire necessity to 

provide a chronological shape to the south Asian history makes him to depend on 

imagination exploration. This has made him a renowned writer for remembering and 

piecing together the disjointed pieces. As his works are pre eminently immersed in 

history, there is a sudden surge in the critical reception showered on him. Critics have 

extracted historical, political, anthropological, sociological and cultural nuances from 

his writing and his personal opinions and interviews have become immeasurable 

sources for perfectly interpreting the global culture. 

  In one of the interviews to Mary Gray Davidson, the producer of American 

radio Programme, Ghosh has refused to identify himse

In another interview with Calcutta web. He wished for protecting the artistic freedom 

of all writers with a sense of individuality. Giving his opinion with Michelle Caswell, 

He expressed his immense faith in the ability of the novel as a meta from that 

transcends the boundaries between history, Anthropology and journalism. Justifying 

his choice of becoming a novelist, He opined that his fiction is about the evolution of 

making of unmaking of the communities. But despite his emphasis on the remaking of 

communities, he focus on the individuals has become the locus for change. He firmly 

believed that this has made him to be occupied with the issues of marginality, 

n has claimed 
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serious and almost fresh providing space for debating more crucial issues that 

questioned the foundation of south Asian societies. 

The diasporic imagination of Amitav Ghosh has helped him in wrestling with 

the aspects of multiculturalism and the yokes of violence that marred distant 

history and legitimizing imaginative rendering of South Asian history. His impressive 

oeuvre has triggered reconciliation between literary imagination and formidable 

political consciousness. This has become a defensive mechanism in protecting the 

Indian writers in English that they are politically irresponsible. So, the burden of the 

Indian writer is further weighed by the responsibility of solving the postcolonial 

contexts. 

The attempt of the thesis is to bring together multiple interpretations and 

-known works, As the response of literary criticism is 

proliferating across the world. Over the last one year, there are umpteen critical 

perspectives gushing out like a volcano which have become inevitable part of  

academic syllabus in every institution of higher research and learning. For obvious 

reasons literature needs to percolate and foment our consciousness and hence are the 

limitations of critical perspectives and offers a scrupulous understanding of Ghosh to 

the best possible extent. 

 His knowledge and experience lead him to attain his goal. Moreover, his deep 

study about his themes has brought a tremendous success in his field. Before writing 

each novel he used to make perfect analysis regarding the theme, plot and the 

characters. He gives much importance to each and every plot and character though 

they are limited in number.  
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he has implemented the stream of consciousness technique in all of his novels. The 

novelist who adopts such technique should possess the talent of mixing the past along 

with the present and leading to the future. Ghosh has such talent and mixes the time 

duration according to the scene and chapter sequence.  

The most important aspect in this technique is that the novelist should handle 

it with care, because if the novelist commits any mistakes the readers will get a lot of 

confusion to comprehend the theme. That is why the novelist should be prompt in his 

usage. That is what Ghosh has maintained a lot and he makes his readers read and 

comprehend the theme of his novels which will help them to get worldwide 

knowledge. 

Ghosh has maintained simple style in his novels to understand the themes 

easily. He is very much conscious about making his readers comprehend his novels, 

because that is his ultimate aim. And also he has the talent to make the readers read 

with full of interest, because his knowledge about the social and scientific affairs 

make him write interestingly. His novels plead with the readers not to deviate from 

the concept of the novel. And also he has maintained perfect coherence in his scene or 

chapter sequence. This is the most significant aspect which a perfect novelist should 

maintain. Through that only the novelist can achieve in his career. Likewise Ghosh 

has achieved a lot through his, novels. 

Ghosh's genius relies on his selection of characters. He gives real life to all of 

his characters. Through them he has exposed his own feelings and thoughts on the 

society, country and world. The readers can understand that the author has involved 

himself through his characters. None of his characters seem to be an artificial one. 

Each and every one of them has their own dignified importance. No one can be 
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considered as least important. A novelist requires more passion and talent to create 

such realistic characters, which Ghosh possesses a lot. 

Among all the significant characters, each novel has a prominent role to 

deliver and implement the theme of t

significant role to Piyali Roy. Through her Ghosh has brought out the hard realities of 

the refugees to the knowledge of the world and also he has exposed his own 

sympathetic feelings towards the poor and helples

ultimate theme is to bring solution to the day to day problems of the refugees, who are 

not even, considered as human beings. And also they have not been given importance 

with comparing the animals. 

Through Piya, Ghosh shows his extreme level of anger towards the 

government and people who do not have kind feelings towards the poor. That why he 

has created this character and through her he wants to bring some sort of solution to 

their problem. The main phenomenon which has the solution to their problem is the 

government, because they only can make allotment for their living land which is 

highly given importance to protect the animals. In order to bring the attention of the 

government and sophisticated people who can help them, Ghosh has created Piyali 

Roy in his The Hungry Tide. 

The Glass Palace has the important characters of Dolly, Rajkumar, 

Arjun, Dinu and Uma. Among all such characters Arjun plays most important role, 

because he is the person who insists on the theme of the novel. The initial 

characteristics of Arjun make the readers get angry with him. That is why he wants to 

serve under the imperialists. He feels proud and dignified to take part in British Army 

which is totally disloyal to his mother country. 
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The reason why Ghosh has furnished Arjun with such characteristics is 

nothing but to indicate and point out the soldiers who are working under the British 

rulers by standing against their own mother land. The author wants to tease such 

soldiers and he advises the common people not to behave like such traitors. Above all, 

he wants to kindle the patriotic feel among the citizens. That is why he has created 

Arjun in his The Glass Palace. 

But at the end of the novel Arjun has realized his stupidity and changes his 

mind and heart towards his motherland and decides to safeguard his own country 

against the British rulers. This kind of change is the ultimate aim of the novelist. He 

wants to sow the seed of patriotic feeling in the mind of his countrymen. That is the 

prominent purpose in his The Glass Palace. 

The author strongly believes that the patriotic feeling alone can kindle the 

people's heart to protect their motherland from imperialism and separation among 

themselves in the names of caste, creed, religion and boundaries. That is what Ghosh 

insists in his The Shadow Lines 

of the narrator. 

against the present day's social crisis. She feels a lot for the separation between the 

states, countries and throughout the world. She discourages the boundaries between 

the countries which break not only the countries but also the heart of the countrymen 

who have to be separated from their beloved ones in the name of the different country 

men. That is the real feeling of the author. That is why he has created her and exposed 

his grief through her. 

between the countries, because the people, throughout the world have same mentality. 
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They have deep love and affection towards themselves and they encourage 

brotherhood. They never find and give importance to the separation with various 

names. They think they all equal in the name of human beings. So they love each 

other and help each other whenever they are in need. But the government, the political 

parties and the imperialists break the world with various pieces for their own greed on 

the land. The author has highlighted that point of view in his The Shadow Lines. 

While analyzing the novels of The Hungry Tide, The Glass Palace and The 

Shadow Lines, his The Circle of Reason and The Calcutta Chromosome stand in a 

different dimension, because the three novels deal highly with common and poor 

people's day to day problems with nature, government's domination, politicians' 

interference, caste, religion and boundaries. The Circle of Reason and The Calcutta 

Chromosome deal with scientific secrets and superstitious believes. 

Murugan, the prominent character in The Calcutta Chromosome, has brought 

out the secrets behind Ronald Ross's discovery. Murugan is not content with Ross's 

discovery about the malaria parasite. So he goes in search to bring out the secrets 

behind the discovery. His search is upon the malaria parasite which has existed in the 

world some centuries ago and which has the power to circulate from generation to 

generation. But some scientists like Ross have interrupted the discovery and got fame 

and name regarding the discovery. By hiding the face, the scientists get various 

awards and rewards for such research. Murugan struggles a lot to find out the secrets 

with the help of two young and intelligent ladies. Through Murugan, Ghosh wants to 

expose his intelligence regarding the parasite and that's transferring power from 

generation to generation. 

Like The Calcutta Chromosome, Ghosh has extended his scientific knowledge 

in The Circle of Reason. In this novel, Ghosh speaks highly about rational thinking.  
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He  insists that point through Balaram, one of the protagonists in this novel. Balaran 

always utilizes his rational thinking. In order to prove his tendency, he studies deeply 

about the shape of the human beings' head. He used give the critical comments 

according to the shape of their head very outwardly. He never minds to get scolding 

from the people. For his act he gets strong opposition from the people. But he does 

not give importance to their opposition and he continues his studies. In this novel the 

novelist talks more about rational thinking rather than emotional thinking which 

requires a lot for the upliftment of the human society. 

and only expectation of the novelist is to bring dawn to the life of his countrymen and 

country and all over the world. Through his novels he has proved that he not only 

belongs to a single nation but he belongs to the citizen of the world. His sympathetic 

outlook of the world makes him the citizen of the world, because he strongly believes 

that under the roof of the sky, the world is one. So it is very awkward to separate the 

people and the land at any cost. And also he exposes his extreme anger towards the 

separating phenomena. In order to exhibit his anger, Ghosh has written his greatest 

novels to draw attention of the dividing sectors and to give awareness to the poor 

people. He firmly encourages the people to be together with the worldwide people 

without identifying any kind of differentiation within them. Through his novels, the 

author prefers to erase the shadow lines between the people and countries and he 

wants to remake the world without war and as a bloomed garden with full of fragrant 

smell. 

characters engaged in individual search for truth, self-identity, and self-knowledge. 

Amitav Ghosh acquires an international recognition with his skill in portraying the 
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post-colonial themes such as alienation, dislocation, migration, traveling, cultural 

fragmentation, colonial and neo-colonial power structures, search for love and 

security, quest for identity, cross-culturalism, dying of human relationships, colonial 

and neo-

sense of dislocation. His fiction hangs between the warm security of locatedness and 

imminent dislocation. 

-culturalism lies in his unique 

perspective on exile and his version of the melting plot, throwing together disparate 

characters from diverse ethnic background. His fictional characters which he creates 

in his novels are cosmopolitan individuals. These characters are not only associated 

with India but many places like London, New York, Egypt and the like. The novelist 

with his global vision creates a new world. In this new world, all multi-cultural, multi-

lingual and multi-

characterization in which he portrays the anthropological, social and cultural setting. 

The irony in the novels of Ghosh is that his characters keep on crossing the 

borders. Thus travelling has become a predominant theme in his novels. The 

conditions migrancy and exile and how the characters suffer in an alien land. These 

journeys cast a vivid picture of different cultures on the globe. Since travelling is a 

come to a better understanding of the self and the environment around. 

Amitav Ghosh does not always start the journey from India. In each novel the 

starting point is not the common place. This gives ample opportunity for Ghosh to 

present not only the culture of the west but also the East. In The Circle of Reason the 

characters move from India to al-Ghazira, to Eloued, but in The Shadow Lines the 
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characters move from Dhaka to India, and India to England.  In An Antique Land the 

characters move from Egypt to India and India to Egypt and oil countries like Iran. In 

The Calcutta Chromosome the characters move from Egypt to New York, New York 

to India. In The Glass Palace they move between Burma and India and in Sea of 

Poppies from India to Mauritius. To Ghosh, journey is a metaphor and symbol of life 

that man must undertake in search of truth and fulfillment. The spiritual and corporeal 

exploration, the promise of alternative worlds and visions, invariably compel them to 

shuffle between different geographical locations and points of time. 

Amitav Ghosh ignores the borders by sending his characters but does not 

forget to present the cross-cultural encounters. If each novel of Ghosh is read between 

the lines, the reader can understand that during the cross-cultural encounters he 

neither criticizes nor praises any culture. He knows that it is very complex to decide 

e 

must create a culture which is suitable for the evolution of human beings. He is 

interested to create a hybrid culture which creates a platform to alleviate the common 

problems of human suffering like alienation, security, food and shelter. 

By reading these six novels, the author has given a choice for the readers, 

either to create a culture which was existed during the pre-colonial period or going out 

for inter-cultural negotiations. In In An Antique Land he has pointed out the culture 

which had been flourishing in the East. In those day there were no communal violence 

gave importance to bondage. Many cultures were flourished together. There was 

tolerance and humanity among the people. There was trust and mutual understanding 
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as it can be seen in the relationship between Bomma and Ben Yiju. In The Circle of 

Reason Ghosh points out the silk- road and its association with India and how the 

weaving has enveloped the world. 

 Ami

is in a state of flux in the modern period, especially in the East. It is due to colonial 

culture. Earlier to the British Raj, people had seen only one side of the coin. It is in 

the sense that giving respect to every culture and money is not at the center of the life. 

With the arrival of Britishers people are forced to see the other side of the coin. This 

side points out  money rules the world. Money is at the center of the life. It does not 

give much importance to what is good and what is bad. Exploitation and losing faith 

in human beings are the central metaphors in the life. Raj Kumar in The Glass Palace 

ary in 

Burma, without them the economy would fall down. 

In The Shadow Lines, Ghosh establishes connections and relations across 

cultural areas that have traditionally been conceived as separate. The novel brings out 

the unity of identity and unity of cultures on one hand, on the other, space and people 

transcending the divisions and lines produced by the colonial heritage of the sub-

continent and the formation of the nation-state through partition. Ghosh at once seems 

to point out that both borders and cultures are man- made. 

In all the six novels of Ghosh the cross-cultural encounters are about religion, 

mannerism, nation, treatment, language, identity and customs. With these Ghosh has 

explored the characteristic features of cross-culturalism like dislocation, insecurity, 

language problems, rumours, tricksterism, religious intolerance, negotiation, 

suffering, humilitation and realization of truth. These are the common features in 

almost all the six novels. These common features are brought when the characters 
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either migrate or travel. Indeed travel and its related conditions migrancy and exile are 

recurrent themes in the works of many post colonial writers. 

Ghosh is too much worried about the barriers created by nation and religion. 

He mentions the customs in a culture makes the people easily victims. Tolerance is 

the need of the hour, otherwise the communal violence as, Ghosh says In An Antique 

Land 

explosive barrier of symbols  of cities going up in flames because of a cow found 

dead in a temple or a pig in a mosque, of people killed of wearing a lungi or a dhoti, 

depending on whether they find themselves, of women disemboweled for wearing 

In An 

Antique, 171]. Ghosh is too much worried about the broken relationship between 

Hindus and Muslims. 

Sometimes religion unites the people but sometimes it also leads to divisions 

when it pinpoints ethnicity or race. Jabir wants to go abroad but he thinks that the 

and certain Islamic gro

In An Antique, 256]. Thus Ghosh questions the security 

offered by the post colonial world even to its own community. 

Ghosh, like Bakhtin, celebrates discursive modes that allow evidence of other 

voices and ideologies.  Bathkin describes dialogism as the organizational principle of 

and unmerged voices and 

The 

Dialogic Imagination: Four Essays, 6). In a novel of polyphonic voices, characters 

are always authoritative and independent. They are perceived as autonomous and not 
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allow a single monologic voice to dominate. According to Bakhtin polyphonic novel 

eard, 

that the author of a polyphonic novel presents voices that are at par with each other. A 

polyphonic novel is discursive in nature that the characters of a polyphonic novel are 

engaged in a continuous dialogue. 

Polyphony in a novel includes not only the dialogues between the various 

characters but also the implicit and explicit voices of the author, the narrator and all 

the other characters in the novel. It also refers to the different genres that are 

incorporated in the novel, the different modes of narratives that are used such as 

realism, fantasy, mythology and the different languages of the different classes and 

periods and so on. Ghosh himself confesses that his oeuvre is based on research and 

-

fiction. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


